Need of social awareness to answer queries about homoeopathy
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Homoeopathy is practiced in India by thousands of practitioners and its popularity is day by day increasing. Yet there are people who have many doubts and myths about this system. As a representative of Homoeopathy, it is our sole duty to spread awareness by answering to the queries about Homoeopathy. To name a few commonly asked questions: "Is Homeopathy a proved science? Why homeopathic physician take too much of detailed history from patient? Is it true that Homeopathic medicines are only placebos (sugar pills)? Does one have to take the medicines for a long time? Does the Homeopath give the same white pills for all illnesses/patients? Why homeopaths do not tell the name of the medicines that has been given? Considering the magnitude of queries we should raise awareness about Homoeopathy at various platforms.
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